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This invention relates to toys and, more particularly, to 
a novel device for producing bubbles. 

While various types of bubble-producing devices have 
been incorporated in toys and amusement devices for 
children, such have often been ‘associated with stationary 
or hand carried devices. It is an object of the present 
invention to provide a toy embodying a bubble-producing 
device in which the toy itself is propelledvso as to ‘enable 
the bubbles to be discharged in a continuous stream. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a bubble-producing toy having propulsion means which 
simultaneously effects animation of the toy and energiza 
tion of the bubble-producing apparatus in response to the 
passage of air relative thereto caused by such movement 
of the device. , ~ 

Still a ‘further object of the present inventionis to pro 
vide a‘toy of the type described in the form of 'a model 
aeroplane having a propeller that is driven by the move 
merit of the aeroplane in the air, such propeller being driv 
ingly connected to'the bubble producing apparatus for 
producing a‘continuous jet stream of bubbles simulating 
the air stream of an authentic aeroplane in ?ight. 
An additional object of the present invention is to pro 

vide an animated toy and combined bubblerproducing de 
vice of particular construction which accumulates a quan-_ 
tity of produced bubbles, carries them along with the unit 
during movement thereof, and release such bubbles singly 
to provide a continuous stream' of individual bubbles 
which form a continuous ‘pattern. ' 
~All of the foregoing’ and still further objects and ad-van-i 

tages of this invention will become apparent from a study 
of the following speci?cation, taken in connection with 
thej'acco'mpanying drawing, wherein; ' ‘ 

' vFIG. l'is a perspective view of a bubble-producing toy 
made in accordance withitheipresent invention in opera 
tive use.. ' j I ’ V , 

< FIG. 2 is an enlarged side elevational view of the to 
shown in‘ FIGZ'l in a stationary position. _ ‘ 

-' FIG. 3 is an enlarged top plan view of the toy shown 
in FIG. 1. ' ' " 

FIG. 4 is a frontelevational view of the toy shown in 
FIG. 2. " ' ' ' 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary'front elevational 
view, with parts broken away, of certain parts of the toy 
illustratediin _' ‘ , 

FIG. 6 is aside elevational viewvofthe parts illustrated 
inFIG.5.,. ‘ " ,7 I ,; 

FIG. 7 is a top‘plah ‘view of the apparatus illustrated 
in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 8 is an enlarged fragmentary top plan view, with 
parts broken away, of the bubble-producing mechanism 
forming a part of the present invention. 

Referring now to the drawing, and more particularly to 
FIGS. 1 to 4 thereof, a bubble-producing toy 10 made in 
accordance with the present invention is shown to be in . 
the form of a model aircraft having a fuselage 12, a tail 
section 13, a wing 15, and landing gear 17. A ?exible 
cable 16, which may be twine, string, or wire, is secured 
to one end of the wing 15 so as to enable the aircraft to 
be rotated by a child in the manner illustrated in FIG. 1. 
The bubble-producing apparatus 20 is in the form of a 

nose section which forms an integral part of the aircraft 
and rotatably supports the propeller thereof in a manner 
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hereinafter more fully described. This nose section 20 
de?nes a bubble-producing liquid storage receptacle of 
substantially segmental hemispherical shape having a cen 
tral longitudinal axis that is substantially parallel to the 
direction of movement of the aircraft. A pair. of angu 
larly related vertical and horizontal compartment walls 
23, 24 extend across the segmental cutout of the recep 
tacle substantially closing the interior thereof together 
with a ?at back wall 22 that is of similar segmental cir 
cular shape. 

Bearing elements 26 rotatably support a shaft 27 con 
centric with the central longitudinal axis of symmetry of 
the nose section 20. A propeller 28 having a pair of 
diametrically. opposite blades is secured to one forward 
end of the shaft 27, while a bubble ring set 33 having a 
pair of diametrically opposite annular rings that de?ne 
?lm producing apertures is secured to the opposite rear 
end of the shaft 27. As is more clearly shown in FIGS. 6 
and 7 of the drawing, each of the vertical and horizontal 
compartment walls 23, 24 is provided with communicat 
ing' slots 30, 31' that lie Within the plane of rotation of 
the bubble ring set 33 so as to accommodate the rotation 
of the annular vrings therethrough, whereby each such an 
nular ring is momentarily exposed'within the segmental 
cutout during each rotation of the shaft 27. 
The interior of the receptacle ‘formed by the nose sec 

tion 20 is ?lled with a bubble-producing'liquid 37 through 
a slightly enlarged ?ller opening 36 communicating with 
the slot 31‘in the horizontal compartment'wall 24. As 
a result, each ring of the bubble ring set 33 will receive a 

- ?lm of this bubble-‘producing liquid as the shaft is rotated 
by the rotation of the propeller 28 as the toy is rotated 
through the air in the manner illustrated in FIG. _1. As 
the ?lm carried by each ring is exposed to the air stream 
during ‘such ?ight, a bubble is formed. However, because 

‘ of the particular relationship between the propeller blades 
and the ring set, and the shape of the nose section 20, such 
formed bubbles are not immediately discharged into the 
air, but accumulate behind the ?at rear wall 22 of the nose 
section and seemingly form a conical cluster 40 with the 
apex thereof facing'rearwardly with respect to the path 
of movement of the aircraft. The bubbles disposed at 
the rear apex endrof this conical cluster 40 are thus appa'ra 
ently released in a singular manner as additional bubbles 
are formed by the bubble ring-‘set and are accumulated 
at the-base end of the conical cluster. ' The result is that 
a substantially continuous path of apparently'single bub‘ 
bles 42 trail behind the toy as it is propelled through the 
air so as to simulateathe jet stream of an authentic aircraft. 

Certain interesting features and results will nowbecome 
. apparent with further reference to FIGS. 5 through 8 of 
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the drawing. Because of the novel shape and construc 
tion of the nose section 20,,with the segmentalcut-out 
portionthereof facing radially inwardly toward the cen 
ter of rotation of thetoy, centrifugal force created by 
the circular movement of the toy will not spill the bubble 
producing liquid 37 therefrom since such will move out 
wardly and upwardly into the substantially semi hemi 
spherical outside section of the nose 20 (FIGS. 4 and 5). 
Similarly, when the toy is placed upon the ground or 
tilted 90° sidewise, which enables the toy to be picked 
up by the string, preparatory to ?ying without spilling 
liquid iand without messing up the child, such liquid will 
be substantially con?ned within the similarly shaped side 

' half section of the nose member 20. 
‘It has been found that the most favorable results here 

tofore explained are attained when the longitudinal axis 
of the bubble ring set lags approximately forty~?ve degrees 
behind the longitudinal axis of the propeller 28 with 
respect to the direction of rotation of these elements dur 
ing .the forward ?ight of the toy. When the bubble ring 
set is in phase with the propeller, the propeller tends to 
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block the ‘?ow of air through the bubble rings and thus 
tends to interfere with the proper formation of the bub 
bles. Also, when the bubble rings are further out of 
phase with the propeller, such as at ninety degrees relative 
thereto,’ v‘the bubble fonnation ‘is notias satisfactory 
thereis' less of a tendency for ‘the bubbles to accumulate 
in‘ the ‘aforementioned conical ‘form. While the exact 
reason-s for the particular bubble formation are, not 
known, lit‘iappears that the bulbous surface of the :nose 
section 20' de?nes ran aerodynamic high pressure area, 
while ‘the hat surface of the rear wall ‘22 de?nes a ‘low 
pressure aerodynamic surface. This pressure differential 
seemingly tends to maintain the conical shape of the 
cluster eccen-t-r-ically of the nose section 20, and symmetri 
oally with respect to the shape of the segmental circular 
rear'wallZZ. ’ ' ' ‘I " 

it has also been found that extremely thin bubble rings 
produce a minimum amount of churning of the'bubhlc 
solution and thus reduces the production‘ of the ?ne foam 
that rouiyzcreates amass of small bubbles which are not 
particularly desirable, and which increases the loss of solu 
tion at a very rapid rate, ‘thus making for a ‘very un 
economical ‘device. Accordingly, theiperiphery of the 
present ‘bubble producing rings de?ne as much'of a knife 
like'edge .as possible :to minimize foam producing 
effect. . ' V 

> While this invention-has been described ‘with particular 
reference to the construction shown in the drawing, it is' 
to be understood that such is ‘not to be construed as 
imparting limitations upon the invention, which is best 
de?ned by the claims appended hereto. 7 , 7 
Having thus described my invention, what ‘I claim as 

new and desireto secure by Letters ‘Patent is: 
l. A bubble producing device comprising, in combina 

tion, a substantially closed storage receptacle for con 
taining a quantity of bubble producing'liquid, means for 
moving said storage receptacle throughthe air in a pre 
determined direction, a bubble ring set supported for 
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mental hemispherical shape having a central longitudinal 
axis substantially parallel to said direction of movement 
with the bulbous surface thereof facing forwardly toward 
said direction of movement; and said bubble ring set 

' being supported within said receptacle for rotation about 
said central axis, the inside diameter of said receptacle 
being greater than the length of the diameter vof said 
bubble ringset, and a segmental cut-oat in said receptacle 
exposing said vbubble ring set during each revolution to‘ air 
passing parallel to said path of movement. I ‘ 

, 3. ,A‘bubble producing device asset forth in claim 2, 
further comprising angularly related ?at walls extending 
across said segmental cut-out substantially closing the 
interior of said storage receptacle, and.:aligned :slots :in 
each of said ?atwwalls in the plane of rotation of ,said 
bubble ring set accommodating said rotation of said 
bubble ring s'et therethrough. , 

4._A bubble producing device asset iforth'inclaim 3., 
wherein saidxdnive means comprises a propeller, 1a shaft 
rotatabl-yesupported upon said receptacle concentric ‘with 
said longitudinal axis, said propeller ‘being secured toone 
forward end of said ‘shaft, andsaidvbubble ringset being 
secured to the opposite endof said shaft, wherebyrotation 

, of said propeller elfects rotation of said bubble ring set. 
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rotation into and'out of'said receptacle for receiving a ' 
?lm of bubble liquid therefrom, said bubble ring set 
de?ning a plurality of spaced v?lm‘ producing apertures 
and having an axis of rotation extending parallel tosaid 
direction ‘of movement ‘of said storage receptacle, said 
bubble ring set lying within :a .plane substantially normal ' 

, to said predetermined direction of movement of :said re 
ceptacle, said storage receptacle having openings only 
large-enough‘for'freeipassage'therethrough of-said'bubble 
rings and drivemeans coaxial with but axially spaced 

7 ; apart from said ‘bubble ring set, said drive means :being 
responsive to therelative passage of air .past said storage 
receptacle‘ eifecting rotation of said bubble ring-set,:-said 
means for‘moving said storage receptacle through thetair 
comprising'aimodel aircraft having 'afuselage,‘ a tail ‘unit, 
andI-a wing, said receptacle being secured to said fuselage, 
and a'?exible cable secured at one'end to one endof said 
wing for actuation atlthe opposite end of said'cable for 
swinging said model aircraft in a circularpath. V 

2. A ‘bubble producing device as set forth in claim "1, 
wherein 'said ‘storage receptacle is of substantially seg 

40 

5. ;A bubble producing device as set forth in claim 4, 
wherein said propeller comprises a pair of vdiamctuically 
opposed blades, said bubble ring set comprising a pair 
of diametrically opposed rings .each -.de?ning one, of said 
apertures,‘ said’ bubble ring set being out ofphase With 
and laggingsaid propeller; 

6. A bubble producing device as set forthin claim 5, 
wherein the longitudinal of ‘said, bubble ‘set de?nes a 
lagging angle of substantially forty-?ve degrees with the 
longitudinal aXi-sof saidpropeller. 7' , ' 

7. A bubble vproduciugdevice asset forth in claim 6, 
further comprising means :foraccumulating bubbles upon 
the exterior of said treceptaclerand releasing them singly ' 
in a continuous stream therefrom in response to said 
movement of said receptacle, ‘ g , 

~8. Asbubble producing device ,asl-s'etforth in claim 7,, 
wherein said accumulating meansQcomprises ,a substan 
tially ?at rear ‘wall facing rearwardlywith respect to said 
directionof movement, said bulbous surface of said re 

, ceptacle de?ning 1a highpressure aerodynamic surface area 
45 
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and the area behind said :?atrrear wall de?ning a low 
pressure > area creating a conical formation of‘ trailing 
bubbles having a rearwardlydirectedapex, said bubbles 

being-retained in ‘such formation by a differential pressuret-and the-bubbles ‘forming vsaidraipex . continuously 

being released by the continued build-up of the baseof 
the conical formation in response .to the formation 'of 
additional bubbles during said movement of said recep 
tacle. , ' - > 7 
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